M251 – WEB PROGRAMMING
UNIT - III CLIENT SIDE SCRIPTING (JAVASCRIPT)
1. Explain Java Script. List out the needs for java script
A scripting language is a programming language which can be embedded within HTML,
commonly are used to add functionality to a Web page
There are two types of scripting languages. They are
1. Client side scripting languages
2. Server side scripting language.



The client-side scripting languages, affects the data that the end user sees in a
browser window.
The server-side scripting language manipulates the data, usually in a database, on
the server.

Need of scripting Languages:
i) It is used for validating the input data given by the user in the forms
ii) The data type conversion takes automatically
iii) We can write event driven programs using scripting language. i.e mouse click event,
keyboard event.
iv) Allow simple creation and editing in a variety of text editors
v) Editing and running code is fast.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Explain structure of the java script programs
Java script codes are written within html program using the script tags <script>…..</Script>
as follows :
<html> <head> <Title> Script Example</Title> <head>
<body> <script language="Javascript" type="text/javascript">
Statement1 ……….. Statement n </script> </body> </html>
Where
<html>……</html>
<head>……<head>
<title>…….</title>
<body>……</body>
<script>……</script> ----------Script tag Language – Scripting language used
Statements – valid java script language statement
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3. Explain variables in Scripting Language
Declaring variable
Variable is a name given to memory location to store data. The stored data changes during
the execution of the program.
Variables are declared with the var keyword as follows.
var name = value ;
where
var – keyword and it is optional
name – valid user defined name
value – data to be stored
Example var name = Hello‖
Life span of variable
Life span of variable means how long a variable retains a given value during the execution of
the program. JavaScript variables have only two scopes. They are
i) Local variable
ii) Global variable
Local variable Variables which are declared inside a function are called local variables. A
local variable will be visible only within a function where it is defined.
Example:
<html> <body> <script type = "text/javascript">
function checkscope( )
{ var myvar = "local"; // Declare a local variable document.write(myvar); }
</script> </body> </html>
Global Variable A global variable has global scope which means it can be defined anywhere
in JavaScript code. These variables are alive and active throughout the program.
Example:
<html> <body> <script type = "text/javascript">
var myVar = "global"; // Declare a global variable function checkscope( )
function checkscope( )
{ --------------- }
</script> </body> </html>
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Example
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/JavaScript">
<!-var linebreak = "<br />"
var my_var = "Hello World!"
document.write(my_var)
document.write(linebreak)
my_var = "I am learning JavaScript!"
document.write(my_var)
document.write(linebreak)
my_var = "Script is Finishing up..."
document.write(my_var)
//-->
</script>
</body></html>
Output
Hello World!
I am learning JavaScript!
Script is Finishing up...
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Explain data types in Scripting Language
Data types In java script there is no need to specify the data type of the variables. These
variables can hold many data types such as numbers, strings and more:
Example:
i) var length = 16; // Number This assigns an integer data value to the variable length
ii) var lastName = "Johnson"; // String This assigns a string data to the variable lastname.
JavaScript Types are Dynamic. JavaScript has dynamic types. This means that the same variable can
be used to hold different data types:
Example:
var x; // Now x is undefined
var x = 5; // Now x is a Number
var x = "Welcome"; // Now x is a String
Literals
Literals are fixed values that does not change during the script execution. The following types of
literals are used in java script.
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 Numbers
 Boolean
 String
 Null
 Undefined
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Explain operators used in Scripting Language
An operator is a symbol which represents an operation that can be performed on data. There are six
operators available in java script to carry out the operation. They are
Assignment Operators
Short hand Assignment Operators
Comparison Operators
Conditional (or ternary) Operators
Logical (or Relational) Operators
1. Assignment operators Assignment operators are used to assign values to JavaScript variables. This
is done with the help of the assignment operator. The general form is
Variable = constant or variable or expression
Rules:
i) only one variable is allowed on the LHS of assignment operator.
ii) All operation must be written explicity.
Example: 1. var x = 100 The value 100 is assigned to the variable x.
2. Short hand assignment operators Short hand assignment operators are operators which are used
to simplify the coding of certain type of assignment statement. The general form is
Variable operator = expression

Operator
+=

-=

*=

/=

%=

Meaning
Value of LHS variable will be
added to the RHS value and is
assigned to LHS variable
RHS value will be subtracted
from LHS variable and is
assigned to LHS variable
Value of LHS variable will be
multiplied by the RHS value
and is assigned to LHS variable.
Value of LHS variable will be
divided by the RHS value and is
assigned to LHS variable
Value of LHS variable will be
divided by the RHS value and
remainder will be stored in LHS
variable

Example
x=x+10 can be written as x+=10

X=x*10 can be written as x-=10

x=x*10 can be written as x*=10

x=x/10 can be written as x/=10

x=x%10 can be written as
x%=10
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3) Comparison operator Comparison operators are used in logical statements to determine equality
or difference between variables or values.

Operator
>
<
>=
<=
==

Operation
greater than
less than
greater than
equal to
less than equal to
equal to

Example
8>5
2<7
8>=B
10<=7
10==(A+B)

4) Computational operators Arithmetic operators are used to do arithmetic calculations. There are
two types
i) Binary operators ii) Unary operators
i) Binary operators:
Binary operators need two operands for operations. They are

Operator
+
*
/
%

Operation
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Modulo operator

Example
x=5+3
y=x-10
Z=5*3
X=10/3
X=5%3

ii) Unary operator Unary operators need only one operand for operation. They are

Operator
++
--

Operation
Unary minus
Increment
Decrement

Example
-10
++i
--i

5) Logical Operator: Logical operators are used to determine the logic between variables or values

Operator
&&
||
!

Meaning
AND
OR
NOT

Example
A>B&&x==y
A>B||X<=Z
!X

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. Explain control structure used in java Script
Control Structures are used to transfer java script program control from one statement to any other
statement. The different control statements are,
i) Conditional Statement
ii) Looping Statement
i) Conditional Statement:
Decision making statements are used to skip or to execute a group of statements based on the result
of some condition.
The decision making statements are,
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1. if statement
2. if … else statement
3. nested if
4. Switch statement.
1. if statement Logical if statement is used to execute or skip one statement or group of statements
for a particular condition. The general form is
If (test condition)
{
Statement block;
}
next statement

When this statement is executed, the computer first evaluates the value of the test condition. If the
value is true, statement block and next statement are executed sequentially. If the value is false,
statement block is skipped and execution starts from next statement.
Example:
If(mark ==30)
{
mark=mark+10;
}
The above statements test the mark of the student. If the student mark is 30, then 10 mark will be
added to his marks. For other marks no additional marks are added.
2. if--else statement If--else statement is used to execute one group of statements if the test
condition is true or other group if condition is false.
The general form is
If (test condition)
{
Statement block 1;
}
Else
{
Statement block 2;
}
next statement;
When this statement is executed, the computer first evaluates the value of the test condition. if the
value is true, statement block-1 is executed and the control is transferred to next statement. If the
value is false, the statement block-2 is executed and the control is transferred to next statement.
Example:
If(mark>=30)
{ mark=mark+10; }
else { Mark=mark+5; } T
his program tests are mark of the student. If it is greater than 35, 10 marks will be added. Else 5
marks will be added.
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3. switch statement The switch statement can have a number of possible execution paths. This
permits any number of branches. The general form is
switch(expression)
{
case label 1:
statement block-1;
break;
--------------case label n:
statement block-n
break;
default:
break
} next statement
When this statement is executed the computer first evaluates the values of the expression in the
keyword switch. This values is successively compared with the case label 1, label 2, label n. if a case
label matches with the value, the statement block associated with the case label is executed. Then
the control is transferred to the next statement. If none of the case matches with the value, the
default statement block is executed.
Example
html> <body> <script>
var d = new Date();
day=d.getDay();
switch (day)
{
case 0:
document.write(―SUNDAY‖);
break;
case 1:
document.write(―MONDAY‖);
break;
default: document.write(―great week‖);
} </script> </body> </html>
ii) Looping Statement
Looping statements are the statements execute one or more statement repeatedly several number
of times.





while structure
do-while structure
for structure
for-in structure
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1. While structure It repeats a statement or a group of statements while a given condition is true. It
tests the condition before executing the loop body.
While(test condition)
{
body of the loop;
}
next statement
Example
int i=1;
while(i<5)
{
document.write(―Welcome‖);
i++;
}
These program statements are used to display the message welcome, four times. Initially the
condition i<5 is tested. If it is false the program ends without executing the body of the loop. If it is
true the body of the loop will be executed repeatedly four times.
2. do-while loop
A do-while loop is similar to a while loop, except that a do-while loop is execute at least one time.
A do while loop is a control flow statement that executes a block of code at least once, and then
repeatedly executes the block, or not, depending on a given condition at the end of the block (in
while). The general form is
do
{
body of the loop;
}
while(test condition);
next statement;
Example
var i=1;
do
{
document.write(―welcome‖);
i++;
}
while(i<5);
These program statements are used to display the message welcome, four times. Initially the body
of the loop is executed once and the condition i<5 is tested. If it is false the program ends. If it is true
the body of the loop is executed repeatedly four times
3. for statement For statement is used to execute a statement or a group of statements repeatedly
for a known number of times. The general forms is
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for(control variable; test condition; increment or decrement)
{
body of the loop;
}
next statement;
Example
sum=0;
for(i=1; i<100; i++)
{
sum = sum+i;
}
document.write(sum=‖+sum);
}
4.for-in statement The for/in statement loops through the properties of an object. The block of code
inside the loop will be executed once for each property. The general form is
for (var in object)
{
statement to be
executed
}

When this statement is executed the body of the loop will be executed number of times
equal to the number of elements in the array.
Example
<html>
<body>
<script type=‖text/javascript‖>
var x;
var name = new Array();
name*0+= ―welcome‖
name*1+= ―great day‖
name*2+= ―good morning‖
for(x in name)
{
document.write[name[x]);
}
</script>
</body>
</html>
During the execution of the above program the write statement will be executed three
times.
Output welcome great day good morning
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Break statement The break statement "jumps out" of a loop. Break statement is used to exit
from a loop while the test condition is true. This statement can be used within a for, while,
do while or switch statement.
The general form is
Break;
When the break statement is executed inside a loop, the execution of the loop is terminated
and the program continues with the statement following the loop. If break statement is
used in nested loops, it will exit from the loop containing it.
Example
var i =0;
while(i<6)
{
If(i==3)
break;
i++;
}
document.write(i); i=3
the output is 3
Continue statement
The continue statement breaks one iteration (in the loop), if a specified condition occurs,
the statement after the keyword continue will be skipped and the control is transferred to
the beginning of the loop. The general form is
Continue;
Example:
n=0;
for(i=1;i<5;i++)
{ ----------- ----------If(i==3)
continue;
n=n+i;
}
During the execution if the value of i=3, the statement below the keyword continue is
skipped and the control is transferred to the beginning of the loop.
Advantages of looping statements
 Reduce length of Code
 Take less memory space.
 Burden on the developer is reducing.
 Time consuming process to execute the program is reduced.
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7. Explain javascript functions
Functions
A JavaScript function is a block of code designed to perform a particular task. A
JavaScript function is executed when "something" invokes it (calls it).
The general form is
function functionname(parameters)
{
local variable declarations
valid statements return();
}
Where
function, return-keyword
functionname – user defined name
parameters – variable to receive values from function call
Example
function area(w1, w2, h)
{
var area = (w1+w2)*h/2;
document.write (area);
}
In this area is name of the function. It has three arguments w1, w2, h. This can be called
from anywhere on the page with the values of w1, w2 and h.
Calling the function
The defined function can be called from anywhere in our java script code
The general form for calling the function is
functionname(values)
functionname – name of the already defined
function values-values given to parameters in the calling function
Example
<html> <body> <script>
function myFunction(p1, p2)  function definition
{
var d = p1*p2;
document.write(product=‖+d);
}
functionname(values)
myFunction(4, 3); function calling
</script> </body> </html>
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Return statement Return statement is used to return a value from the function. The general
form is
return[OR] return(expression)
Example
<html> <body> <script language = javascript‖>
function myFunction(a,b)
{
var d = a * b;
return(d);
}
var s = myFunction(4, 3);
document.write(product = +s); </script> </body> </html>
Output 12
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. Explain Executing deferred scripts
Executing deferred scripts
The defer is only for external scripts. Deferred scripts (functions) are java scripts that will
not do anything immediately. This can be executed by using deferred commands from
outside the deferred scripts.
Three ways of calling deferred scripts
1. By using ordinary function calling method from inside or outside the scripts.
2. By user initiated events.
3. By clicking on links.
Example
<html> <body> <script language=‖javascript‖>
function sum(a,b,c)
{
var d=a+b+c;
document.write(sum=+d);  deferred script
}
sum(5,5,5);  deferred script calling
</script> </body> </html>
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9. Define object. Explain the different types of objects in java script
JavaScript is designed on a simple object-based paradigm.
An object is a collection of properties.
A property's value can be a function, in which case the property is known as a method.
General form to create objects.
var objectname=new object()
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where
object name = user defined name
new, var – keyword
object – name of the class or object
Document object
 Every web page resides inside a browser window which can be considered as an
object.
 The Document object has various properties that refer to other objects which allow
access to and modification of document content.
 The way document content is accessed and modified is called the Document Object
Model, or DOM.
i) Document object properties
alinkColor - The color of active links.
bgColor - Sets the background color of the web page.
domain - The domain name of the document server.
fgColor - The text color attribute set in the <body> tag.
linkColor - The color of HTML links in the document. It is specified in the <body> tag.
vlinkColor - The color of visited links as specified in the <body> tag
cookie - Used to identify the value of a cookie.
applets- An array containing an entry for each applet in the document.
images - An array containing an entry for each image in the document.
ii) Document object methods
Methods are useful for everything from displaying the contents of the object to the screen.
1. open() This method is used to open the output stream to the document object for writing
2. close() This methods is used to close the output stream.
3. write() This method is used to write any content on the document.
4. writeln() This method is used to write the values passed to the document object followed
by a new line
Simple programs 1. Write a program to add two numbers.
<script>
var num1, num2, sum;
num1 = prompt("Enter first number");
num2 = prompt("Enter second number");
sum = parseInt(num1) + parseInt(num2) ;
alert("Sum = " + sum) </script>;
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2. Write a program to concatenates two names
<script> var firstname, secondname, result;
firstname = prompt("Enter first name");
secondname = prompt("Enter last name");
result = firstname + secondname ;
alert("hello, " + result); </script>
Predefined objects
The predefined objects are used for writing programming functions.
The important predefined objects are;
1. Array object
2. History object
3. Location object
1. Array object
An array object stores multiple values in a single variable. An array is used to store a
collection of data of the same type.
Syntax
var arrayname = new Array(size);
Where var, new – keyword
arrayname - user defined name,size - size of the array
Assigning values to the created array This is use to giving initial values to the created array
is called assigning values.
Syntax
arrayname(index) =‖value‖;
Example var fruits = new array( "banana", "orange", "grapes" );
var arrayname = new Array(size);
Methods in array object
i) length() – this method is used to find the number of elements in an array
ii) concat()-Returns a new array comprised of this array joined with other array(s).
iii)filter() - Creates a new array with all of the elements of this array for which the
arrayname(index) =‖value‖; provided filtering function returns true.
iv) join()-Joins all elements of an array into a string.
v) foreach()-Calls a function for each element in an array.
vi) reverse() – It is used to reverse the order of elements in an array.
vii) shift() - Removes the first element from an array and returns that element.
viii) sort()-Sorts the elements of an array
Example
1.Writ e a program to concate two arrays
<html> <head> <title>JavaScript Array concat Method</title> </head>
<body> <script type="text/javascript">
var vehicle = ["car", "auto", "bike"];
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var wheel = [4, 3 2];
var vehiclewheel = vehicle.concat(wheel);
document.write("vehiclewheel: " vehiclewheel); </script> </body> </html>
Output vechicle wheel : car,auto,bike,4,3,2 2.
2. History object
The history object represents an array of URLs visited by the user. By using this object, you
can load previous, forward or any particular page.
i) History objects properties
a) current - specifies the URL of the current entry in the object
b) length - specifies the number of elements contained in the object
c) next - The URL of the next document in the history object.
d) previous - The URL of the last document in the history object.
The general form to use the above property is
location.property name;
where; location-object name , property name-name of the property
ii) History objects methods
The following are the important methods in history objects. They are;
a) back()
b) forward()
c) go()
a) back() This method is used to Go to the previous URL entry in the history list.
Example
<form> <input type="button" value="go back" onclick="history.back()"> </form>
b) forward() Specifies a method that loads the next URL from the history list
Example <form> <input type="button" value="go forward" onclick="history.forward()">
</form>
c) go() This method is used to loads a specific URL from the history list
Example <form> <input type="button" value="go back" onclick="history.go(-1)"> </form>
Example
<html> <body>
<script type="text/javascript">
var ex = history.length;
document.write("The number of pages visited before this page is" +ex+ " pages!!!.")
</script> </body> </html>
3) Location Object
This location object is used to holds information on the current URL. Can not be created by
the user. It is a predefined object. Can be accessed by the location property of a window
object.
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i) Location object properties
a) host – specifies the host and domain name or IP address of a network host.
b) hostname- Specifies the host: port portion of the URL.
c) href - Specifies the entire URL
d) pathname- Specifies the URL-path portion of the URL.
e)protocol- Specifies the beginning of the URL, including the colon.
ii) Location object methods
a) reload()-Forces a reload of the window‘s current document
b) replace- Loads the specified URL over the current history entry
Example
<html> <body> <button onclick="myFunction()">Load new document</button> <script>
function myFunction()
{
window.location.assign("http://www.google.com‖);
} </script> </body> </html>
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. Write short notes on dialog boxes
JavaScript supports three important types of dialog boxes. These dialog boxes can be
used to raise and alert, or to get confirmation on any input or to have a kind of input from
the users.
Syntax
Window.showmodeldialog(“message”)
Where
Window - object
Showmodeldialog - function name
Message - action to take
Example
<html> <head> <script language =javascript‖>
function foropen()
{
window.showmodeldialog(“d:\test.html”)
} </script> </head> <body>
<form name=webpgm> <input type=‖button‖ value=‖push me‖ onclick=‖foropen()‖>
</body> </html>
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11. Write short notes on Alert boxes
Alert boxes An alert dialog box is mostly used to give a warning message to the users. The
Syntax is
alert(“message”)
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Where alert – function name
message – to be displayed
Example 1:
<html> <body> <button onclick="myFunction()">
Try it</button> <script> function myFunction()
{
alert("Hello! I am an alert box!");
} </script> </body> </html>
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11. Explain confirm boxes in java script
A confirmation dialog box is mostly used to take user's consent on any option. If the
user clicks on the OK button, the window method confirm () will return true. If the user
clicks on the Cancel button, then confirm () returns false.
Syntax:
confirm(“message”)
Example
<html> <head> <button onclick="myFunction()">Try it</button>
<script>
function msg()
{
var x;
if (confirm("Press a button!") == true)
{
x = "You pressed OK!";
}
else
{
x = "You pressed Cancel!";
}
document,write( x);
} </script>
</head> <body> <input type=‖button‖ onclick = “msg()”‖ value=‖Display a confirm box‖>
</body> </html>
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12. Explain Prompt boxes in java script
The prompt dialog box is very useful when you want to pop-up a text box to get user
input. Thus, it enables you to interact with the user. The user needs to fill in the field and
then click OK. This dialog box is displayed using a method called prompt()
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Syntax
window.prompt("message","defaultText");

Where
window - object
prompt - function
default text - no need to give this value. So it can be left blank.
Message - optional. The message to display in the dialog box.
Example
<html> <head> <script type="text/javascript">
<!-- function getValue()
{
var retVal = prompt("Enter your name : ", "your name here");
document.write("You have entered : " + retVal);
} //--> </script> </head> <body> <form> <input type="button" value="Click Me"
onclick="getValue();" /> </form> </body> </html>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. Explain the events used in java script
Events
When the page loads, it is called an event. When the user clicks a button, that click
too is an event. JavaScript's interaction with HTML is handled through events that occur
when the user or the browser manipulates a page.
Examples
i) mouse click
ii) pressing any key
iii) closing a window
iv) resizing window
v) image loading
vi) submitting form
The functions will be executed only when event occurs.
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14. Explain the types of event handlers in java script
Event handlers are functions which are used to handle the events. There are two
types of event handlers.
i) interactive event handler
ii) non interactive event handler
An interactive event handler that depends upon users interaction. On mouse click is an
interactive event handler because, it depends on users action on the mouse.
Non interactive event handler is the one that will not depends on user action. onload is an
non interactive event handler because, it executes automatically without the interaction of
the user.
Important event handlers
i) onload
ii) onclick
iii) onfocus
iv) onunload
v)onblur
vi)onerror
i) onload
The onload event occurs only when the document loaded. The syntax is
onload=”function name”
where
onload – event handler
function name – function to handle to the event
Example
<html> <head> <script>
function myFunction()
{
alert("Page is loaded");
} </script> </head>
<body onload="myFunction()"> <h1>Hello World!</h1> </body> </html>
ii) onclick
The onclick event Occurs only on a mouse click. This is the most frequently used event type
which occurs when a user clicks the left button of the mouse. The syntax is
onclick=”function name”
Example
<html> <head> <script type="text/javascript">
function sayHello()
{
alert("Hello World")
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}
</script> </head> <body>
<form> <input type="button" onclick="sayHello()" value="Say Hello" /> </form> </body>
</html>
iii) onunload
The onunload event occurs only when user exists a page. The syntax is
onunload=”function name”
Example
<html> <head> <script>
function myFunction()
{
alert("welcome");
}
</script> </head> <body onunload="myFunction()"> </body> </html>
iv) onfocus
The onfocus event occurs only when the window gets focus. The syntax is
onfocus=”function name”
Example
<html>
<body> Enter your name: <input type="text" onfocus="focus(this)">
<script>
function focus(x)
{
x.style.background = "red";
}
</script> </body> </html>
Output

v) onblur
The onblur event triggers only when the window loses focus. The syntax is
onblur=”function name”
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Example
<html> <head> <script>
function sample()
{
var x = document.getElementById("fname");
x.value = x.value.toUpperCase();
} </script> </head>
<body> Enter your name: <input type="text" id="fname" onblur="sample()"> </body>
</html>
vi) onerror
The onerror eventTriggers when an error occurs. The syntax is
onerror=”function name”
Example
<html> <head> <script>
function imgError()
{
alert('The image could not be loaded.');
} </script> </head>
<body> <img src="d:\butterfly.gif" onerror="imgError()"> </body> </html>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15. Explain form array and form element properties
Each form in the document creates a form object. Form fields do not necessarily
have to appear in a <form> tag. Forms can be put anywhere in a page.
Form array
Form array is an array used to store the form objects. Using this array we can store the
form objects. It is used to access the form elements for doing some validations on the page.
Form element properties







action - browser to handle the form when it is submitted to a CGI program running
on the server.
method="GET" defines the method data is passed to the server when the form is
submitted.
input type="text" defines the text box object. This is standard HTML markup.
id- sets or returns the id of a form
target – set or returns where to open the action URL in a form.
enctype- it is MIME type used to encode the content of a form
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Example 1
<html> <form action="C:\Documents and Settings\admin\Desktop\html\forms.html"
method="get">
First name: <input type="text" name="fname"><br>
Last name: <input type="text" name="lname"><br>
<input type="submit" value="Submit"> </form> </html>

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16. Explain the concept of image maps in detail
Image maps
The <map> tag is used to define a client-side image-map. An image-map is an image with
clickable areas in the image, which has a link associated with it.
There are two types of image maps. They are,
i) Client side image map
ii) server side image map
i) Client side image map
With a client side image map, specify a list of areas that will be used as the links. The
information required to run the image map must be given in our html document. There are
four types of these areas; rectangles, circles, polygons and default. Its down with the help of
<MAP> tag
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ii) Server side image map





Server side image map is an image map run by common gateway interface.
Simply put the image inside a hyper link and use ismap attribute which makes it
special image and when the user clicks some place within the image.
The browser passes the coordinates of the mouse pointer along with the URL
specified in the <a> tag to the web server.
The server uses the mouse-pointer coordinates to determine which document to
deliver back to the browser.

Example
<html>
<body>
<a href="f/cse.jpg " target="_self">
<img ismap src="d/images/logo.png" alt="Tutorials Point" border="0"/> </a>
</body> </html>
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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17. Write short notes on status bar
The status bar sets the text in the status bar at the bottom of the browser window. It is used
to display the any information on the status window.
Properties
a) status information about the browser window
b) default status we try to open a particular web page, the status of the operation such as
connecting host, opening page and other information will be displayed on the status bar.
Example
<script type="text/javascript">
function statwords(message)
{
window.status = message;
}
</script> <center> <form> <input type="button" VALUE="Write a status bar message"
OnClick="statwords('This is my message');"> </form> </center>
The javascript event onclick activates the function called statwords and passes a text string
to a variable called a message. The function then activates the status bar area and insert the
text string.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------18. Explain about cookies
Cookies
Cookies are information , stored in a small files on our browser.Cookies contains the
following components.
i) name -Cookies are set and retrieved in the form of key-value pairs
ii) expires -The date the cookie will expire. If this is blank, the cookie will expire when the
visitor quits the browser.
iii) Domain − The domain name of your site.
iv) Path − The path to the directory or web page that set the cookie
v) Secure − If this field contains the word "secure", then the cookie may only be retrieved
with a secure server. If this field is blank, no such restriction exists.
vi) Name=Value − Cookies are set and retrieved in the form of key-value pairs
Use of cookies
1. Web servers to perform functions such as tracking information about user visits to
websites.
2. it is used to store information between web pages
3. The main use of the cookie is to identify the user and customized the web page.
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19. Explain about live connect
 Java applet can communicate with Java script in a same HTML page through a
technology called Live Connect which is supported by all major web browsers.
 LiveConnect was first implemented in the Netscape browser, and currently Mozilla
Firefox fully supports this feature.
There are two main aspects of LiveConnect:
 Calling Java methods from JavaScript
 Using JavaScript objects in Java
Java console
 It is browser window that is used to display java messages. This is used mainly for
simple debugging operations.
 Java Console is a simple debugging aid that redirects any System.out and System.err
to the console window.
 It is available for applets running with Java Plug-in and applications running with Java
Web Start.
The steps given below are followed to enable java console in internet explorer.
Internet Explorer
 Click Tools and then Internet Options
 Select the Security tab, and select the Custom Level button
 Scroll down to Scripting of Java applets
 Make sure the Enable radio button is checked
 Click OK to save your preference
Java script to java communication
Whenever you need to access a Java object, class, array, or package just use one of the
following four LiveConnect objects.
 JavaObject – Used to access a Java object from JavaScript.
 JavaClass – Used as a reference to a Java class.
 JavaArray – Used to access Java arrays.
 JavaPackage – Used as a reference to a Java package.
Java to java script communication
To communicate from the java to javascript, import package netscape.javascript package in
to the java file.
It contains following classes.
i) netscape.javascript.Jsobject- JSObject allows Java to manipulate objects that are defined
in JavaScript. Values passed from Java to JavaScript
ii) netscape.javascript.JSException- its allow java code to handle script errors. To access the
live connect classes, place the jar file on the jdk compiler class path.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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